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Stable ellipticity-induced Alfve ´n eigenmodes in the Joint European Torus
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An external antenna excites stable eigenmodes in elongated Ohmically heated plasmas in the Joint
European Torus~JET! @P.-H. Rebut, R. J. Bickerton, and B. E. Keen, Nucl. Fusion25, 1011~1985!#.
The frequency of the modes (2402290 kHz! falls in the gap in the magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
continuum that is produced by ellipticity. Some modes are very weakly damped (g/v,1023).
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!01210-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

In a cylinder, the spectrum of Alfve´n waves is continu-
ous in the ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! model. In
tokamaks, departures from cylindrical symmetry create gaps
in the continuum. MHD theory predicts Alfve´n eigenmodes
~AE! in the gaps produced by beta~BAE!,1 toroidicity
~TAE!,2 and ellipticity ~EAE!.3 Unstable modes with fre-
quencies similar to the expected BAE4 and TAE4,5 frequen-
cies were first observed during neutral-beam heating. A pos-
sible EAE driven by beam ions was also reported.1 In recent
months, tail ions that are accelerated by ion cyclotron waves
have destabilized EAE in the Joint European Torus~JET!
and in the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokamak-60 Upgrade~JT-60U!.6

Measurements of unstable, fast-ion driven instabilities
are complemented by studies of stable modes. In JET, an
external antenna excited stable TAE7 and kinetic AE.8 The
first observation of stable EAE was also briefly reported.9

This paper further documents the identification of the mode
as an EAE. In addition, the first systematic measurements of
the damping rate are presented and initial comparisons with
theoretical models are given.

II. EXPERIMENT

The modes are excited by passing;5 A through two
saddle coils on the bottom of JET.9 For the experiments re-
ported here, the antenna phasing is adjusted to excite pre-
dominantly modes with toroidal mode numbersn of 62.
The excitation frequency is swept~typically between 150
and 300 kHz! and the driven response of the plasma is ex-
tracted from background noise using a set of synchronous
detectors that provide the real and imaginary components of
the signal. For these experiments, data from twelve electron
cyclotron emission ~ECE! radiometer signals,10 four
ordinary-mode reflectometer signals,11 and a toroidal array of
nine magnetic probes are archived.

The detector response to the antenna current can be de-
scribed as a transfer functionH(v). An EAE resonance in
the transfer function is shown in Fig. 1, corresponding to a
mode at the frequency of 262 kHz. In the complex plane, the
magnetic probe signal encircles the pole atp5 iv01g,
wherev052p f exp is the~real! resonant frequency andg is
the ~imaginary! damping rate. The data from a complete set
of diagnostic signals$xi% are analyzed by simultaneously
fitting the measured transfer functionsH(v,xi) to a rational
fraction,H5B/A, whereB andA are complex polynomials.9

The denominatorA is assumed the same for all the signals
and determines the characteristics of the resonance. HereA
is chosen to be of the second order to describe a single reso-
nance. The numeratorsB(v,xi) ~chosen of 5th order in this
case to account for direct coupling between the antenna and
the detectors! are proportional to the strength of the re-
sponse. In particular, for the ECE measurements, the resi-
duesB are related to the wave amplitude as a function of
space, i.e., the radial eigenfunction. For the measurements
presented here, the ECE and reflectometer signals are rela-
tively weak, so the magnetic probe data govern the determi-
nation of f exp andg.

Measurements from 42 resonances in Ohmically-heated
limiter plasmas are entered into a database. The plasma pa-
rameters span the following conditions: toroidal fieldBT

52.123.1 T, plasma currentI p51.522.6 MA, edge safety
factorq9552.923.8, major radiusR52.923.0 m, minor ra-
diusa50.8521.03 m, elongationk51.3121.72, triangular-
ity d50.0120.16, central electron densityne(0)52.024.4
31019 m23, and central electron temperatureTe(0)51.6
22.5 keV.

Determination of the MHD gap structure requires
knowledge of the profiles of safety factorq and mass density
r. Theq profile is calculated by the equilibrium reconstruc-
tion code EFIT,12 using magnetics data and the sawtooth
inversion radius~from ECE! as input to the code. The mass
density is inferred from measurements of the electron density
by six interferometer chords13 and by Thomson scattering;14
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in these deuterium plasmas with few high-Z impurities and
little hydrogen the mass density is approximatelyr
.2mpne , wheremp is the proton mass. Systematic uncer-
tainties in the data contribute more to the uncertainty in the
calculated gap structure than random errors. At the plasma
edge, the density inferred from interferometric measurements
can differ by as much as 50% from Thomson scattering mea-
surements, yielding a;20% variation in the predicted fre-
quency. At the center, uncertainty in theq profile typically
generates;10% uncertainty in the continuum frequency.
The uncertainty in the local magnetic shear is particularly
large (;50% in the plasma interior!. Corrections associated
with the Doppler shift are negligible (;122 kHz!.

The measured frequencyf exp generally lies in the com-
puted ellipticity-induced gap in the Alfve´n continuum~Fig.
2!. The center of the EAE gap occurs at a frequency of
f EAE5vA/2pqR,3 wherevA is the Alfvén speed. In Fig. 3,
all of the measurements off exp are compared withf EAE at
s.0.95, f edge. In 80% of the cases, the measured frequency
lies in the computed EAE gap; in the remaining cases,f exp is
from 1–9% higher than the calculated continuum at the up-
per edge of the EAE gap, but this is within the estimated
uncertainty of the calculated value. The correlation off exp

with f edge (r 50.53) is stronger than the correlation with the
EAE frequency ats50.5, f middle. Averaging over the data,
the ratio f exp/ f edge51.0660.11, while f exp/ f middle

50.7860.10. A profile-averaged EAE frequency,^ f EAE&

5^vA&/2p(1.5)R, only correlates weakly withf exp. Appar-
ently, the frequency of the mode excited by the antenna cor-
responds to the EAE frequency near the plasma edge.

On three frequency sweeps an eigenmode near;150
kHz is detected in addition to the eigenmode near 270 kHz

FIG. 1. In-phase and quadrature components of the signal from a magnetic probe as a function of time and frequency.~The frequency is swept linearly from
275 to 252 kHz.! The path of the signal in the complex plane is also shown. The dashed lines show the fit to the data from the nine magnetic probes:f exp

5262.2 kHz andg/v59.531023. The statistical errors in the fit9 are small compared to systematic errors associated with the selection of frequency windows
~or the inclusion or deletion of a detector!, which introduce uncertaintiesD f exp.0.2 kHz andDg/v.0.531023 in this case. Plasma parameters:R52.94 m,
a51.03 m,k51.33,BT52.3 T, I p51.5 MA, Te(0)52.2 keV,ne(0)52.031019 m23.

FIG. 2. The relationship of the resonance shown in Fig. 1 to then52
Alfvén continuum as calculated by the CSCAS code.15 The frequency falls
in the gap associated with ellipticity~EAE!; the toroidicity-induced gap is
also shown~TAE!. The radial coordinate is the square root of the normal-
ized poloidal fluxs5A(C2C0)/(C12C0).
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~Fig. 3!. This lower-frequency mode falls in the gap created
by toroidicity and is therefore identified as a TAE.7

Further confirmation that the observed resonances are
global Alfvén eigenmodes is obtained from the ECE mea-
surements~Fig. 4!. Although the signals are too weak to
obtain an accurate profile of the radial eigenfunction, the
observation of measurable residues on several detectors con-
firms that the eigenfunction is globally extended, as expected
for an EAE. For the case shown in Fig. 4, the ECE signal is
largest where the frequency of the eigenmode intersects the
m53 Alfvén continuum in the middle of the plasma. Calcu-

lations of the expected eigenfunction with the CASTOR16

and PENN17 codes also predict a large amplitude near this
intersection point~Fig. 4!; however, the radius of the largest
ECE signal does not coincide with the radius of the con-
tinuum crossing for all the modes in our EAE database.

The measured damping rates~Fig. 5! vary considerably,
from values as low asg/v5831024 to values as large as
3%. The dependence ofg/v on plasma parameters is com-
plicated. Even during nominally steady-state conditions in
the same discharge,g/v can double on successive frequency
sweeps. For our dataset, the correlation ofg/v with vA ,
ne(0), a, k, d, q95, I p , and Te is weak (r 2,0.22); the
correlation with the magnetic shear ats50.50,s50, and with
the shear at the edge,s95, is also weak. For the weakly
damped modes (g/v,1%), thestrongest correlation in the
dataset is with the toroidal field (r 520.72). This depen-
dence may reflect an underlying dependence of the damping
rate on the gyroradius.@The correlation withATe(0)/B2 is
weaker, however.# No correlation with the nonideal
parameter18 l}s95q95ATe/BT is observed.

III. THEORY

Possible EAE damping mechanisms include trapped
electron collisional absorption,19,20 continuum damping,21,22

radiative damping,18 and, more generally, Landau damping
through mode conversion.23 ~Ion Landau damping24 should
be negligible in these Ohmically-heated discharges.! A for-
malism for calculating the expected damping rate associated
with electron collisional and radiative damping in realistic
geometry was developed by Mettet al.18 The theory only
treats the interaction of a single pair of poloidal harmonics.
This ‘‘high-n’’ assumption is of dubious validity for then
52 modes considered here,25 although the theory did suc-
cessfully predict the stability threshold ofn54 TAE modes
in DIII-D ~to within a factor of two!.18 We have applied this
theory to our data. The frequencies at the top and bottom of

FIG. 3. Experimental resonant frequencyf exp versus the center of the EAE
gap at the plasma edgef edge. On three frequency sweeps in the dataset, a
low-frequency resonance was also detected (L). The systematic error in
f edge is possibly;20%; the uncertainty inf exp is negligible.

FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical eigenfunctions for a discharge with
k51.54, BT53.0 T, I p52.5 MA, Te(0)52.0 keV, andne(0)54.431019

m23. ~a! Amplitude versus radiuss for the ECE (3) and O-mode reflecto-
meter (n) signals (A cosf). The error bars are derived from the covariance
matrix of the fitting routine.9 ~b! Poloidal decomposition of the radial mag-
netic fieldj' calculated by CASTOR.16 The eigenfunction is multiplied by
the derivative of the electron temperature since the expected ECE fluctua-
tion is j–¹Te . ~c! Binormal electric field calculated by the kinetic version of
PENN17 multiplied by ¹Te . ~The binormal component ofE is approxi-
mately proportional toj' .) In ~b! and ~c!, only the largest amplitude har-
monics are shown:m51 ~solid!, 2 ~dash!, 3 ~dash–dotted!, 4 ~long dash!, 5
~solid!, 6 ~dot!, 7 ~dash!.

FIG. 5. Experimentally measuredg/v for the EAE (1) and TAE (L)
versus the prediction of the single-gap theory of Ref. 18~evaluated at the
innermost open gap!. The systematic uncertainties in the experimental mea-
surement are typically 10%–20%, while large uncertainties in the theoretical
predictions~a factor of 2–3! are associated with uncertainties in the mag-
netic shear and in the Alfve´n gap structure.
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the gapv top andvbottom are obtained from the calculations
of the gap structure. Two different radial locations are se-
lected for this evaluation: nears50.95 and at the gap adja-
cent to the interior continuum crossing~for example, for the
case shown in Fig. 2, the continuum frequencies are mea-
sured ats50.66). The results of this analysis are shown in
Fig. 5 for the interior gaps. The results fors50.95 are simi-
lar. Clearly, this simple theory cannot explain the observa-
tions. On the other hand, the predictions are of the right order
of magnitude, so it is possible that electron collisional and
radiative damping are important damping mechanisms.

Comparisons that properly treat the mode structure are
computationally expensive, so only a single discharge with
both an EAE and a TAE resonance is analyzed in this study.
Initially, the PENN code17 found eigenmodes at frequencies
that are consistent with the experimental values, but the pre-
dicted damping of the EAE exceeded the experimental value
(g/v50.1460.06%) by a factor of 5–10. A numerical con-
vergence study performeda posteriori showed that higher
numerical resolution was in fact required to represent cor-
rectly the mode coupling occurring in the plasma core (s
,0.2); using a densified mesh with 96, 128, or 192 radial
mesh points finally yielded a theoretically converged value
(0.2660.04%) which is in acceptable agreement with the
experimental measurement. Initial calculations with the
CASTOR code16 correctly predicted the frequency of the
TAE, but the frequency of the computed EAE was only
;80% of the experimental value. Judicious reduction of the
density near the edge by 20%~which is within experimental
uncertainties! yielded satisfactory agreement with the mea-
sured frequencies; however, the predicted damping (;1%)
still exceeded the experimental value. The CASTOR damp-
ing prediction is large because the computed EAE singularity
occurs within a dominant poloidal harmonic. Further tailor-
ing of the profile to shift the location of the singularity could
yield a smaller damping rate.

IV. CONCLUSION

Eigenmodes with frequencies that lie in the ellipticity-
induced gap in the Alfve´n continuum are observed in JET.
The damping of these EAE span fromg/v&1023 to values
&0.1, i.e., the same range as the TAE.8 Although the pre-
dicted destabilizing term produced by energetic ions is a fac-
tor of two smaller for the EAE,24 the measured damping
rates vary by orders of magnitude, so the EAE could prove
dangerous in a reactor. The damping seems to depend sensi-
tively on subtle details of the plasma profiles, thus making
stability projections problematic.
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